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WHAT ARE THE NUMBERS?
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flat and with enouqh spin ha: in 0 Itublllty rating. The
numbers 1 to 3 indiculn nn "available"disc thatwill
pull or turn to the loll. with 1 lacing less turn and 3
being a hard turn.
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All stabilityratings am 907 nghl handed, back hand
throwsat moderate to high mood. The chart IS re-
versed lor Ielt handnd playois

As your skills grow, so will your bag. This chart will help you choose your next
Discraft disc and tackle more course challenges. DISTANCE

POTENTIAL
Find the discls) you have now. and look for different discs with the [light
characteristicsyou need to round out your game.
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HYZER — When using a backhandthrow,a disc's flight are which causes it to fade in
the direction opposite of the throwingarm. For a right-handed player. a backhand
hyzer shot fades to the left, while a sidearm hyzer fades right. For most players.
throwingan Dverstable Nuke OS (see chart) will result in a hard hyzor.

ANHYZER — The opposite of a hyzer. When using a backhandthrow, a disc's flight
arc which causes it to fade in the same direction of the throwingarm. For a right-
handed player, a backhandanhyzer shot fades to the right. while a sidearm hyzer
fades left. Also referred to as a turnover. Understable discs such as the Stratus are
most appropriate choices for anhyzer throws.
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Learn more at discraft.com


